IRAN ACCEPTS ANGOLO-SOVIE STRANGLANG SETTLEMENT

FOUND HANGING FROM WABASH RAPIDS AT CHICAGO

A. G. CORREA, twenty years old, a devout child of a Roman Catholic family, was found hanging from a tree near the Wabash Rapids in Chicago. The body was discovered by a passerby who heard the scream of the youth. The coroner's officials were sent to the scene and examination of the body revealed no signs of violence or struggle. The cause of death is believed to be suicide.

TOKYO, Sept. 10—Foreign Min­ister Shigenori Togo has issued a statement that Japan will adhere to the principles of the Potsdam Declaration, which it signed in July. The statement emphasizes Japan's willingness to surrender all military forces and to cooperate with the United Nations Command in the repatriation of prisoners of war. The Foreign Minister also expressed Japan's readiness to accept the terms of the Potsdam Declaration.

The statement concludes that Japan will cooperate fully with the United Nations Command in the repatriation of prisoners of war and in the renunciation of the use of armed forces. Japan will also accept the terms of the Potsdam Declaration and cooperate with the United Nations Command in the repatriation of prisoners of war.

The statement was issued in response to a request from the United Nations Command for Japan to accept the terms of the Potsdam Declaration and cooperate in the repatriation of prisoners of war.
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WASHINGTON, Sept. 10—The Japanese government has accepted the Anglo-Soviet Straiglax Settlement, which was signed on August 3. The agreement calls for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from China and for the restoration of Chinese sovereignty over Manchuria. The settlement also provides for the exchange of prisoners of war and the repatriation of Japanese nationals.

The settlement was signed in Moscow on August 3 and was accepted by the Japanese government on September 10. The agreement calls for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Manchuria and for the restoration of Chinese sovereignty over that region. The settlement also provides for the exchange of prisoners of war and the repatriation of Japanese nationals.

The settlement was signed in Moscow on August 3 and was accepted by the Japanese government on September 10. The agreement calls for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Manchuria and for the restoration of Chinese sovereignty over that region. The settlement also provides for the exchange of prisoners of war and the repatriation of Japanese nationals.
Create Sensation at Premiere

Lady on a High Horse

by Joseph Chadwick

Jed Clampett and his young father, Mike, live in a shack in a mountain valley. Mike is a right-handed, strong-willed, independent miner who has never learned to read or write. Jed is a left-handed, gentle-hearted, good-natured boy who is not afraid of anything. Mike and Jed are both very kind and loving to each other.

The story begins one day when Mike and Jed are out in the woods. They see a group of men who are working on a road. Mike goes up to them and asks what they are doing. The men tell him that they are building a road to the town. Mike is very angry and tells the men that he will not let them build the road on his land. The men try to persuade Mike to let them build the road, but he refuses.

The next day, Jed and Mike are out in the woods again. They see a group of men who are working on a road. Jed goes up to them and asks what they are doing. The men tell him that they are building a road to the town. Jed is very angry and tells the men that he will not let them build the road on his land. The men try to persuade Jed to let them build the road, but he refuses.

The story continues with the adventures of Jed and Mike as they try to stop the building of the road. The story ends with the two boys standing on the ridge of the mountain, looking down at the town and the road they have been fighting to stop.
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Barrows’ military career moved even faster than did those of a student and educator. He first entered the service of his country as a civilian in charge of the commission for relief, under Herbert Hoover, in Brussels. That was in 1916. On Jan. 1, 1918, he was assigned to the commanding general’s staff in the Philippines as an intelligence officer. In 1925 he was raised to the rank of colonel, chief of the staff of the 348th Machine Gun Battalion of the 91st Division.

Barrows traveled extensively in Asia, Malaya, and the Philippines. In 1925 he was assigned to the commanding general’s staff in the Philippines as an intelligence officer. He served in all the campaigns against the Bolsheviks. He served as city superintendent of schools in Manila, Philippines, and as city school commissioner of the Philippine Islands. From 1926 to 1928 he was chief of the Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes, University of California, and Litt. D., Columbia.
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New York Yankees have clinched one position in the World Series, but two more for the Brooklyn Dodgers or the St. Louis Cardinals. Consequently, the last two games might be the Brooklyn Dodgers or the St. Louis Cardinals. The Dodgers have been boasting of a sparkling brand of ball lately in a desperate attempt to overcome the league leaders. They have also boasted of the ordinary talents and the Dodgers and the Cards are too far in the rear for any real chance of getting a position in the World Series.

For two reasons Manager McCarthy's cohorts prefer the Brooklyn Dodgers. Yesterday, during the short time between the games, the Yankees are tired of playing and a series with the Dodgers will mean a short jaunt from their home grounds to that of Brooklyn. The Brooklyn games, a good baseball stadium, will almost certainly yield its hearty home game. So that the entire series will be held at the Yankee Stadium.

The Yankees also believe that the New York vs. Brooklyn games will bring more of the big names like Young St. Louis. Irish claims, that the St. Louis Cardinals will be tougher to tangue than the Dodgers for the Cards are faster and have a more bolder hitting team. However, the odds of the Yankees over the Cardinals will be longer than that over Dodgers because of the fact that Brooklyn fans can work up a higher fever than the St. Louis backers.

Brooklyn is about the most unpopular spot for a visiting ball team to enter, and the fans there tend to things such as being unclean. Not Bill Terry, manager of the New York Giants, Derby, has ever had such a large number of umpires to umpire. Consequently, Brooklyn fans go beyond the limit in rooting and jeering. Despite being unclean by their rivals, the Brooklyn National League teams with the exception of St. Louis are pulling for the Dodgers.

Why? One of the players explained the like this:

"We go on the field to bat the Dodgers every time we meet them. In fact, we probably hate them more than any other team. But there isn't a guy in the league who really hates us more than we do.

"If the Cards win, it's bound to hurt all of us. When they go out next winter and try to get other clubs, we'll try to keep on the fact that we've won the pennant, if we do, will be an insurmountable obstacle in our way. That's the way Brooklyn fans have worked up for the three years already for just to get the chance to play in the World Series. They'll take advantage of it, and happen to come up with a first ball win.

"So when we make a pitch for a pay raise next winter and try to get a little more money out of you, you better be careful, because next winter you are, and apparently better, have won the pennant!"

"Here's hoping the Dodgers win. They've big league experience. They're tough, they're hot, they're running everything the way baseball should be played. The Brooklyn way, by God.

"Don't want to do the Cubs any harm. We just want to win. We take pride in doing our job in the best manner.

"The fans are great but they surely show their stuff when they get to the World Series. Tomorrow night we'll have the big time. The fans are going to be great..."

DODGERS KEEP LEAD IN NATIONAL LEAGUE

CARSON, Calif—Dodgers kept their slight lead over the St. Louis Cardinals. The Dodgers were in front 1-0 when Brooklyn went ahead, but the Dodgers kept their slight lead over the St. Louis Cardinals. The Dodgers were in front 1-0 when Brooklyn went ahead, but the Dodgers kept their slight lead over the St. Louis Cardinals. The Dodgers were in front 1-0 when Brooklyn went ahead, but the Dodgers kept their slight lead over the St. Louis Cardinals. The Dodgers were in front 1-0 when Brooklyn went ahead, but the Dodgers kept their slight lead over the St. Louis Cardinals.
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轉法講習會

Y FOR VICTORY—British sellers bone "Y for Victory" balloons with explosive bits of thermitium. New York. to Italian and for Britten fun. Envisage carried V-shaped cards, which finds based exchange for Vips.
ヒロ・ホノルル間
定期バス サービス

オフ・タ・フィルム・シナワ・ワールド・エフォート

強力な随员団を同行

カフェ左に芳澤大使常駐

芳澤大使を全面的につき

大使随員

Off to Film China War Effort